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150th anniversary of the appearances of
Our Lady to Bernadette By Paul Affleck
Lourdes is celebrating the 150th anniversary of the
appearances of Our Lady to Bernadette as a Jubilee Year
in 2008. The year started on the Feast of the Immaculate
Conception on 8th December 2007; the Jubilee will run
until 8th December 2008 with celebrations including,
probably, a Papal visit on 31st May. (Currently only speculation as the Vatican does not normally publish the Pope’s
diary more than six weeks ahead).
On 11th February 1858 Our Lady first appeared to
Bernadette Soubirous at the Grotto of Missabielle. The grotto was no more than an indent in the rocks beside the River
Gave which had been used as a shelter for pigs. Bernadette
went with her sister, Toinette, and a friend, Jeanne Abadie
to collect firewood when she saw what she described as ‘a
radiant young girl, dressed in white with a blue sash and yellow roses on her feet’. This was the first of eighteen apparitions, the last occurring on 18th July 1858.
Only on three occasions did the apparition ‘speak’ to
Bernadette. In response to Bernadette’s question, ‘who
are you?’ she replied ‘I am the Immaculate Conception. I
will not promise to make you happy in this life, but in the
next’, the apparition then asked Bernadette to return to
the grotto every day for a fortnight
Bernadette was instructed to scratch into the ground
and to drink from the spring which was revealed. ‘Come
to the fountain and wash yourself there’. Bernadette was
offered a life of prayer and penitence, the apparition
requested that priests should come in procession and
that a church should be built there.
Local clergy were sceptical about reports of a young,
uneducated fourteen-year-old girl seeing apparitions of
the Mother of God. However, news spread rapidly and

very soon vast numbers followed Bernadette. To deter
visitors and to play down the significance of the apparitions, the authorities closed the Grotto.
Those early followers of Bernadette became the first
pilgrims and once the church ruled on the authenticity of
the apparitions, work began on constructing the church
that had been requested by Our Lady.
Soon visitors made claims of miraculous cures after
bathing in the water from the spring that Bernadette had
uncovered. Reports of miracles brought pilgrims in even
greater numbers. Nobody will ever know how many cures
there have been in Lourdes. For many years abandoned
crutches were displayed hanging above the Grotto and
only in the last ten years have these been removed.
Lourdes has a full-time medical bureau made up of doctors and experts from different faiths and nationalities
whose job it is to investigate claims of cures. On account
of the possibility of false claims only sixty-six cures have
been accredited in the 150 years since the first apparition. It is unlikely many more claims will be recognised.
Whereas guidebooks and, indeed, prayer books used to
talk about the miraculous water, nowadays they speak of
healing and are far less convincing with regard to special
properties in the water. The emphasis in the sanctuary
now is more focused on faith in healing.
The tradition of pilgrimage to Lourdes continues today
stronger than ever as travel becomes easier. In a normal
year, Lourdes receives six million visitors: some pilgrims,
some religious tourists and some just curious. In 2008
there may be an additional one million visitors.
There are several ways to visit Lourdes. You may go
as a praying pilgrims either individually or as part of an

organised pilgrimage. You might visit Lourdes as a sick
or as an assisted pilgrim. Or you might go as a helper,
a priest, medic, musician or general helper. Brentwood
diocese organises its own pilgrimage towards the end of
July each year. HCPT, largely a childrens’ group, has a very
large pilgrimage starting on Easter Monday for a week.
HCPT also has a rolling program for adults with disabilities
throughout the year. There are a number of organised pilgrimages from the UK and Ireland including the Catholic
Association, Ampleforth, various diocesan groups and
the pilgrimage for the Sick organised by the Society of
Our Lady of Lourdes. This pilgrimage is possibly the oldest group having recorded their first visit to Lourdes in
1912. Our own parish raises funds for Kids Konnect with
the sale of donated artworks which were exhibited in the
Beckett Centre at the beginning of November this year.
(See article on pg22,23) This charity takes the children
that HCPT cannot take on account of their particularly
demanding physical and mental requirements.
A pilgrimage today is as relevant as ever and is a
spiritual exercise in which one can exercise one’s faith
and share it with others. If at all possible, do consider
a pilgrimage to Lourdes in honour of our Lady in 2008.
Nobody returns from a pilgrimage to Lourdes without having been moved in some way or another.
More information about Lourdes can be obtained from
the official Lourdes website www.lourdes-france.org/index
(This takes the browser directly to the English version) You
might ask for a brochure from Tangney Tours www.tangneytours.com who organise the travel arrangements for
HCPT, Brentwood, Westminster and other diocese as well
as for the Society of Our Lady of Lourdes.

The (initial) reaction of a Romanian pro-life
organisation run by Orthodox Christians, to
Pope Benedict’s encyclical ‘Deus Caritas Est’.

the command of the Saviour Christ Jesus to us, to love
our neighbours. Love for the unborn child, as for the sick
on their death bed, proves to be a road to meet God.
Ever more of us give voice to this appeal. Your Holiness’
words in the encyclical ‘Deus caritas est’ have reaffirmed
and strengthened this command. The meanings of the
word ‘love’ which ‘Deus caritas est’ expounds will reinforce the hearts and minds of pregnant women. They will
understand how, loving the child in their womb, through
pregnancy & afterwards, they will experience a miracle,
purifying and strengthening faith.
Unfolding the relationship of church and state, Your
Holiness’ words contribute to the strengthening and
full flowering of pro-life activities. The fate of millions of
unborn children, who don’t enjoy their parents’ love, is in
the hands of doctors and legislators. Many such people

are part of state institutions. The words of the encyclical strengthen our conviction that the right to life, as a
contemporary expression of love of neighbour, must be
affirmed among those who work in legal justice, and in
clinics & hospitals in which abortion is carried out.
We wished to give a detailed presentation, from a
journalist’s perspective, of the encyclical ‘Deus caritas
est’, declaring our enthusiasm for the words & ideas of
this, Your Holiness’ first encyclical. We shall circulate the
text of our comments, in our publications.
Your Holiness, we send you our best wishes for health
& success. With the deepest respect,

Your Holiness,
Orthodox Christian representatives of the organisation
‘Pro-Life Media’, have found in Your Holiness’ first encyclical, titled ‘Deus Caritas Est’, a number of important
arguments which are of great value in the pro-life work
they conduct.
The re-evaluation, and re-kindling, of the word ‘love’ in
today’s usage is a very relevant theme. It occurs in ways
which speak of strengthening man’s relationship with
God. The spirit of the pro-life movement has roots in this
loving relationship, of God for man, and of man for God.
The command to love God goes hand in hand with
4

■ (Mrs) Larisa Iftime, President, ‘ProVita Media’ Association,
Str. Leonida Nr. 27, Sector 2, cod postal 020555, Bucharest,
România, Tel: 0040 - 21 - 210 - 3427 (Mr) William Jolliffe
(translator & Honorary Chair), 24 Smith Terrace, LONDON, SW3
4DL, U.K; Tel. (0044) - 020 - 7352 - 7212
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FROM THE EDITOR’S DESK

Is it any wonder that Church and synagogue congregations are declining
and their faithful supplanting religion
in place of money as the route of all
evil?
Gillian Gibbons, innocently named
a teddy bear Mohammed, and Inayat
Bunglawala, of the Muslim Council of Britain, referring to
a hidden agenda, makes the point on BBC News that it is
very easy to stir up an ugly crowd where the name of the
prophet is seen to be maligned.
The cash for honours debacle implicating Lord Levy
followed by the secret donations to Labour by David
Abrahams implicating Jon Mendelsohn, occasioned the
front page headline in the Jewish Chronicle “A second
‘Jewish Scandal’”. Labour MP Andrew Dismore said he
did not believe it would have had such extensive media
coverage “if it did not involve Jews, the undercurrent of
anti-Semitism is worrying.” Sounds like an own goal to me
I never made the connection but now I think, maybe?
Three out of four primary schools have dropped their
traditional Nativity play, a local nursery was closed in
November to celebrate the birthday of Guru Nanak,
founder of Sikhism. The fact that there are no Sikhs at the
nursery seems irrelevant.
“So is Britain losing its Christian identity?” asked the
BBC interviewer. My Sufi interlocutors in September this
year had an answer to that.
These two Sufi Muslims, the mystics of Islam, see
themselves as descended from the Essenes the Jewish,
ascetic sect 200 BC to 200 AD. The Hebrews called them
“The School of Prophets”; and, to the Egyptians, they
were “The Healers, The Doctors”. Some scholars regard
Jesus as having been one of them. There is no doubting Jesus was a healer and a mystic, but perhaps not
ascetic. Like the Kabbalists, Zen Buddhists, Hindu Gurus
and some Christian Mystics, they claim a certain gnosis
or enlightenment that brings them an inner peace and
compassion for all creation. As far as they are concerned
it is Christianity that lost its Jewish identity and that was
the beginning of all the problems.
The tiny Ecclesia Circumcisione, the Jewish followers
of Jesus that became the Church was a community that
knew its Jewish history and heritage and struggled to
remain loyal to it. The stories of Abraham, Isaac & Jacob
were part of their very culture before the Ecclesia was
overrun by the Greek Culture against which their forebears had fought and died.
Perhaps the Gospel writers saw the dangers of the rift
and wove the stories of the Hebrew Scriptures into their
account of the life of Jesus to bridge the gap between the
People of the Covenant and the People of the Renewed
Covenant with God incarnate. Read Desmond Hughes’
article ‘The Christmas Story.’
And why do I say renewed covenant? Send answers
please to the editor.
LEON MENZIES Editor
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Oh Those Wedding Bells

W

eddings at our
church are a two
stage affair - in the nicest possible way - because
the couple are married both
in the eyes of God and the state. Civil
marriages have been centrally recorded since the early 1830s, and the
registers created then have changed
little over the years.
According to our records, the first
wedding at St Thomas’s saw Alfred
Rutzen marry Alice Luthers on 28th
November 1897. Then, and for many
years thereafter couples would have
to attend their local Registry Office
on Saturday morning to register their
marriage before undergoing a religious service in the afternoon. If they
were fortunate a Registrar might
be available to travel to the church
instead.
Since the early 1980s St Thomas’s
has had an official allocated to it, so
that both civil and religious proceedings can be coordinated and held at
the same time. The priest represents
God as usual, while the state is represented by our very own Mr Reggie
Strar.
Reggie is a very busy man but, bearing a bottle of Suffolk Ale the Editor
tracked him down and a vacant slot
suddenly appeared in Reggie’s hectic
schedule. Like two old gents in the
park, they settled down to talk.
“So Reggie how long have you been
doing this”
“1986”
“Sorry?”
“1986”
“Again?”
“Since1986 - doesn’t sound so
long ago if I say it quickly!”
“It sounds quite a responsibility!”
exclaimed the editor. “Yes registration is a legal requirement and a
serious matter” replied Reggie before
explaining that it has to be combined
with the atmosphere of a wedding
which is usually happy and excitable.
6

By Reggie Strar

Reggie believes that the trick is to
strike a balance between the two so
that the registration is properly conducted as required, but with a smile
and a laugh to fit with the mood of the
event. He believes it is vital to contact
the couple before the service, and
then adjust his approach accordingly
so he can effectively communicate
with them on the day. “I must get
them through the experience without
problems so that they look back on
the day and smile at happy memories” explained Reggie. His authority
allows him to act anywhere within the
Borough of Redbridge including such
places as Bancroft’s school chapel or
a Friends Meeting House if there is a
need, but generally his responsibilities lie here.
As the editor’s eyes began to droop,
he asked Reggie about any humorous
stories which could be included in
this family magazine. He was a little
concerned by the grin which spread
across Reggie’s face, but our editor
has faith! “Well now” said Reggie,
“Well now indeed!”
Weddings are usually happy events
but also very emotional. One bride
did not smile throughout the service and hardly looked at the groom.
Another grinned all the time and
giggled whenever she spoke, and of
course the congregation caught on
to this and laughed with her. It was
like a comedy “I do-hee hee hee”
“Ha ha ha”. Laughter is infectious.
Some couples are literally shaking
with nerves, and there can be tears
too. One bride was so emotional she
began to sound like Beaker from the
Muppet Show and we had to pause
for a moment while she recovered
and spoke clearly again.
In all fairness it is a stressful event
for the couple. Once, when talking
to a groom from the Mediterranean
region, Reggie noticed the area of his
cheekbones turning an odd colour.
“He was promptly answering yes to

my questions,” says Reggie, “when
on impulse I asked “So you are fine
and ready to go ahead with this funeral then” and the man replied “Yes,”
“You are going to faint on me aren’t
you?” declared Reggie, “Yes” came
the reply as Reggie and the Best Man
pushed him up against the pillar just
before he fell down. Stuffy church, a
penguin suit and a hot summer can
be an ordeal, but he recovered and
all went well.
Children can be funny and frightening at the same time. One small
boy fell head first down the sanctuary steps onto the carpet. Everybody
gasped, but like a little cartoon character he got up, shook his head and
toddled on his way without injury!
Some children are quite bright. “It’s
nice to see Carol as a bridesmaid,”
said the priest “My name is Karen!”
replied the tot in a flash, loudly, clearly and to much laughter. It proved that
at least there was one person following the proceedings.
Nobody has ever said “Oh no I
don’t!” and walked off. However one
wedding listed for 2pm was delayed
until 2.50. The bride was driving
around waiting for a certain relative
to attend. If he did not, that would
mean he had not given approval, and
she would not get married.
It is not unusual for weddings to
begin late as we traditionally wait for
the bride or on occasions the groom
who has to be fished out of The
Travellers! On one occasion all were
assembled - but no priest. He drove
in by chance to collect something
at about 2.25. Reggie smiled as he
approached.
“Got a wedding today then Reggie?”
“Yep”
“Running late?”
“Err yep.”
“Who is doing it?”
“You are!”
“You’re joking?!”
“Err nope.”

Reggie awarded that priest the
“getting robed for the service in a
flash” record for our church.
Signing the registers needs controlling. Some folk when asked to
sign using their normal signature will
curiously try to sign “John Smith” in
the first register and “J Smith” in the
other. Some have never used an ink
pen so a quick lesson is called for.
And the special ink (with additives
to ensure a permanent record) can
work well or poorly according to the
temperature, humidity, type of paper
- and does not need much encouragement to change colour from deep
blue to weird brown over a couple of
weeks!
And signatures, ah yes, the signatures! Some look as though the person has suffered a coughing fit when
the pen touched the paper! One chap
called Peter signed “Peeter”. Ever
alert Reggie spotted it. Why? Well,
explained the groom, I always sign like
that so nobody will forge my signature
- they would not think to include that
second e! Left speechless by the
logic, Reggie carried on while hoping
his Superintendent Registrar would
also accept that reasoning.
Reggie has never had to use the
“this is the mark of” provision for
persons who cannot sign their name,
though this was once common.
One of our grooms clearly had
problems with literacy which Reggie
had been alerted to. However, when it
came to signing it was also very clear
that he had been working long and
hard to perfect a signature before
his wedding day. Some catcalls from
relatives were less than helpful, but
Reggie told him not to rush, and
slowly a perfect signature appeared
on the page. Before he got up Reggie
showed him some of the “scribbles”
from a previous wedding to illustrate
how worthwhile his preparation had
been. A man of few words, he looked,
nodded and moved away. “I was very
pleased for him,” recalls Reggie.
Tradition dictates that a white
Rolls Royce will transport the bride.
However, one groom who was a surveyor in the building trade chose to
arrive in a skip on the back of a lorry.
Other chosen transport includes an
IN TOUCH 2007 ISSUE 4

old London RT bus, classic taxis,
horse and carriage, and a vintage fire
engine. That was a disappointment
because vintage turned out to mean
a Dennis engine from the 1960s
which Reggie could well recall in use.
“Not a brass helmet in sight,” he was
heard to mutter.
One thing vital for a wedding at our
church are the blue marriage authority forms issued by the Registry Office
confirming to Reggie that the wedding
has been properly notified and may
go ahead. Reggie must have these
before the service begins. He summarises it in a way that only Reggie
can -“No forms means no wedding.!”
One very memorable day the
groom forgot the authorities which
were on the mantelpiece. A relative
noticed and kindly picked then up to
bring along for him. Unfortunately, not
being from round here the relative
drove off and promptly got lost! The
groom when confronted by Reggie’s
outstretched hand realised his error
and rushed home again only to find
the forms had gone. Panic ensues!
What else could go wrong? Well, the
lost relative’s car could stall that’s
what! Eventually the lost relative plus
forms arrive, the wedding began a
good hour late. We thought the day
would be ruined; we nearly had their
first marital row before the vows had
been taken, but we managed to conclude the service.
Before his last story, Reggie
explained that the words of marriage
are clearly set out in the Marriage
Act and it is mandatory that they are
used if the service is to be valid. They
are incorporated into the religious
service and are usually spoken by the
priest.
But sometimes there are family members who are priests, and
sometimes they conduct the service
instead of our Friars. Sometimes they
are not based in England and Wales,
sometimes they come from Ireland,
and sometimes they bring their personal service books with them to use
for their family which is considerate
and understandable.
The priest was genuinely pleasant, calm and confident as befits
a man with years of experience.

Beautiful words were spoken, the
rings exchanged, mums shed a tear
and the clapping had died down
when it dawned on Reggie like a
shaft of sunlight. Whatever had just
gone on, however nice the language,
it had not followed the requirements
of the Marriage Act. The couple were
not legally married.
Turning on his best fixed smile
(always an indication of impending
disaster) Reggie went to the sanctuary and spoke with the beaming and
relaxed priest, who quickly lost some
of his radiance! “Those are the words
I usually read,” he explained wide
eyed, which Reggie agreed was so,
and very nice words they were too.
Sadly, while his text book worked very
well in Ireland, we were both standing in London, and the words of the
Marriage Act should have been used
instead. Nobody had told the poor
man when discussing the order of
service.
Reggie maintained his smile as the
smiles of those around him began
switching off like light bulbs. What
to do? No alternative - Reggie would
marry them using the correct wording, and then both religious and civil
aspects of the wedding would be satisfied. The couple, in the presence of
their witnesses, agreed to repeat the
required words after Reggie, (actually
after such a shock, they were perfectly willing to say the words before him!)
and the situation was recovered. God
smiled, the priest smiled, Reggie and
the state smiled while both bride and
groom requested a glass of water.
Realising all was well, the relatives
burst into applause and cheered once
again. Never has a request for a glass
of water met with such overwhelming
approval.
So with a chuckle the
Editor thanked Reggie
for his time and began
to take his leave, but
as he approached
the door Reggie
posed one last question.
“Leon,” he
enquired, “you don’t
by chance have a
bottle opener
with you?”
7

The Village Bookshop
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****
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***
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THE CHRISTMAS STORY

story of Hannah and Samuel in 1
Samuel 1-3. Hannah was childless, and
when the priest in the Temple prayed
that God would grant her desire to
have a child, she replied,
Let your servant find favour in your
sight.
Mary’s reply to the angel who
announced that she would bear a
son, was
I am the Lord’s Servant, let it be
with me according to your word. (1
Samuel 1:18; Luke 1:13).
Hannah’s hymn of thanksgiving,
which begins ‘My heart exults in the
Lord’ is taken up again in the
Magnificat, ‘My soul magnifies the Lord’ which Luke
places on the lips of Mary,
where we might naturally
have expected it to be
sung here by Elizabeth. …
When the time came,
Samuel was taken by Hannah
and Elkinah to the Temple “to
make him over to the Lord”, as
was Jesus, by Mary and Joseph (1
Samuel 1:28; Luke 1:22).
The old priest, who had promised
the birth of the child to Hannah, was
the same priest whom Samuel served
in the Temple. He was old enough
to be Samuel’s grandfather … and
Jesus’ grandfather, too. His name was
Eli, which came out in Greek as Heli.

A tale for bible scholars by Desmond Hughes

Matthew’s Gospel – The Wise
Men – Egypt
All right, so there are no camels in
Matthew’s story, or kings, either; only
wise men, and he doesn’t say how
many. But there are camels in Isaiah
60, and Kings, too, with gifts of gold
and frankincense.
No myrrh?
Well, yes – in 1 Kings 10. The
Queen of Sheba’s camels were laden
with gold and precious stones and
spices. One of those spices – and a
very popular one – would have been
myrrh, produced from the resin of
shrubs and trees that grow in Yemen,
which corresponds, roughly, to ancient
Sheba.
So there we have it – gold, frankincense and myrrh. The three gifts
came to suggest three royal visitors,
who about six hundred years later
were given names: Caspar, Melchior
and Balthasar. The Armenians and
Syrians have gone nine better, for
they’ve got twelve, and they know all
their names and their fathers’ names
as well.
So whats’going on?
Midrash that’s what’s going on, particularly in the way the Jewish Scriptures
are being used.
No, I’m not going to try and explain
midrash – all will become clear in the
telling, as they say …
Anyway, let’s go north from Yemen
following the east coast of the Red
Sea till we find a convenient crossingpoint for Egypt.
No, I’m not suggesting that was the
route taken by the Holy Family, but
we’ve got to get to Egypt somehow or
other.
You see, it has been suggested
that Matthew included the Flight into
10

Egypt in his Nativity story because he
wrote his Gospel there, and wanted
to … well thank the Egyptians for the
hospitality they traditionally showed to
refugees fleeing Palestine.
There are other reasons, of course,
for the Egyptian connection: Like the
earlier Joseph, who had compassion
on his brothers (Genesis 37-50), Joseph
was compassionate toward Mary the
mother of Jesus, shielding her from
disgrace. Both Josephs were dreamers whose dreams were of tremendous importance. Both played significant roles in ‘salvation history’: the
earlier Joseph ensured the survival
of the People of the Covenant by taking them down to Egypt. The second
Joseph by taking Mary and Jesus
there saved the life of the child who
was destined to establish the New
Covenant. And the fathers of both
Josephs were named Jacob.
That’s funny. Luke says Joseph’s
father was called Heli. Come to that,
why do Matthew and Luke have different lists of ancestors for Jesus?
Well, they’re not really lists of ancestors as we understand them. Matthew
wants to show Jesus’ royal descent
from David, while Luke gives him the
much bigger part of Son of God.

Luke – Zachary and Elizabeth
Let’s stay with Luke, and we might find
a reason for the name Heli. Before
that, though, we should look at the
story of John the Baptist and his parents Zachary and Elizabeth.
You may be able to make a connection here with another famous husband and wife. We learn in the space
of only two verses that Zachary and
Elizabeth kept all God’s commandments; that they were both getting
on in years; and that Elizabeth was

unable to have children (Luke 1:6,7).
Anyone spring to mind?
Abraham and Sarah, of course, and
you can check Genesis 26:5; 18:11;
11:30.
Rebecca, Isaac’s wife, also couldn’t
have children, but the Lord God
answered Isaac’s prayer, and twins
were conceived. They struggled in
Rebecca’s womb ( Genesis 25:22) – or
were they perhaps leaping, like John
in Elizabeth’s womb (Luke 1:41)?
And the names Zachary and
Elizabeth – where might they have
come from? Very early on, Malachi,
which means ‘my messenger’, and
is the name attached to one of the
books of prophecy, was identified
with John the Baptist. In the Jewish
Scriptures the book of Malachi is
immediately preceded by the book of
Zechariah. Zechariah therefore begot
Malachi …and Zachary became the
father of John.
Luke makes Zachary a priest. The
wife of Aaron, the first high priest, was
Elisheba. Her sister-in-law was Miriam
(Hebrew version of Mary). Miriam had
looked after her little brother Moses
until he was taken away by Pharaoh’s
daughter. And Mary was the mother
who cared for the child Jesus who
would be the new Moses …
In the Annunciation scene, most
translations do not make the relationship between Mary and Elizabeth precise, only that Elizabeth is her relative,
or kinswoman. Jesus and John in fact
only became cousins about fourteen
hundred years later, at the suggestion
of an Englishman – John Wycliffe, the
‘Morning Star of the Reformation.’
Luke – Hannah, Samuel: Mary,
Jesus.
Luke’s Infancy Narrative, so different
from Matthew’s, draws heavily on the

BEN GRAND

Can you have your Bible handy? Be quick – the Three Kings
have camels to catch if they’re not to miss that Star.

Luke – Gospel Plan: Jacob
interlude: Presentation.
The question of how the Gospels
came to be written, what determined
the content, and the order in which it
should be presented, is too complicated to be gone into in detail here. So
– briefly – it has been suggested that
the Gospels, each from a different
starting-point in the Jewish religious
calendar, ‘followed’ the readings in
the synagogue. On this theory, Luke
used the order of the Pentateuch Genesis, Exodus, Leviticus, Numbers,
Deuteronomy, to tell the story of Jesus,
and his material for any one Sabbath
would be a kind of Christian ‘reflection’
of the reading from the Pentateuch, or
Torah, for that particular day.
In the other Gospels, John the
Baptist had first appeared as an adult.
Now Luke used John along with Jesus
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in his story of Christian beginnings,
that is, their ‘Genesis’. He worked
the traditions of Abraham, Isaac and
Jacob and their wives – the founding
fathers and mothers of Israel – into
his story of Jesus, who was to inaugurate the New Israel.
The story of Jacob would have been
well under way in the synagogue by
the time Luke got to the birth of
Jesus
When Mary and Joseph present
Jesus in the Temple, they

are met by the devout Simeon, “who
was looking forward to the consolation of Israel,” and by Anna, a very old
woman, who “never left the Temple
but worshipped there night and day
with fasting and prayer” (Luke 2:25,37).
Simeon rejoiced.
‘My eyes have seen your salvation’ and Anna “began to praise God
and to speak about the child to all
who were looking for the deliverance
of Jerusalem” (Luke 2:30, 38). Anna’s
father was Phanuel.
In Genesis 32:30, after his struggle with his divine adversary, Jacob
renamed the spot Peniel, “because,”
he said, “I have seen God face to face
yet my life is spared.” The place name
in v.31 is Penuel. Peniel sounds more
like “face of God.”

Dramatis Personae – Spotlight
on Solomon (Midrash)
More characters from the Jewish
Scriptures appear on Matthew’s, and
especially Luke’s, stage than I can
deal with. Twenty-one in all I will spare
you the detailed list. They mostly have

walk-on parts only, and it would be
easy to miss them if you blinked.
Solomon was off-stage, so to speak,
in Matthew’s account of the Wise
Men, but he’s on stage now in Luke,
telling us about his swaddling cloths.
In the Wisdom of Solomon 7:4,5,
Solomon is made to say, in the New
Revised Standard Version
I was nursed with care in swaddling
cloths
For no king has had a different
beginning of existence
The Revised English Bible has
They wrapped me up and nursed
me and cared for me.
No king begins life in any
other way.
You may feel the REB
version reads better, but
the midrashic allusion is
lost.
The allusion Luke is
making presents Jesus
as a new Solomon …
So that’s midrash?
I suppose you could say
you’re applying midrash, too,
when you make a Crib and place
the Baby Jesus in the manger, with
animals looking on. There were no
adoring cows and donkeys in Luke’s
stable, but there were in Isaiah 1:3
An ox knows its owner,
And an ass, its master’s manger;
But Israel does not know,
My people has not understood.
No nativity scene or play would be
complete without the shepherds to
whom the angel announced
This day in the city of David
A saviour has been born for you,
The Messiah, the Lord (Luke 2:11)
The birth of Jesus in Bethlehem
was, as Matthew tells us in ch. 2 v. 6,
in fulfilment of prophecy. That prophecy is in Micah 5:2
But from you, Bethlehem in
Ephrathah,
Small as you are among Judah’s
clans,
From you will come a king for me
over Israel.
Ephrathah is an important pointer
here. In Genesis 35:19,21 we learn
that “Rachel died [giving birth to
Benjamin] and was buried by the
side of the road to Ephrathah, that
11

is Bethlehem … “Then continuing his
journey Israel pitched his tent on the
other side of Migdal-Eder.”
Fast forward now – to prophet
Micah again, this time to ch. 4 v. 8.
The New American Bible retains the
Hebrew name, ‘And
you, O Magdal-Eder,
hillock of daughter
Zion! The REB version, ‘And you, watchtower of the flock, hill
of Zion.’
You can still see
these watchtowers in
the province of Asir,
the south-western
part of Saudi Arabia
that borders Yemen.
They help in the guarding of the
sheep.
The Messiah would be of the line
of David. Where better to have the
Good News of his birth announced
than in the fields near Bethlehem,
where David had been a shepherdboy? And who better to receive the

Good News than shepherds guarding
their flocks?
Ephratah points to something
else, too. In The Bible Came From
Arabia, Kamal Salibi identifies biblical
Bethlehem (= house, temple of bread,

food) with Umm Lahm (= mother, i.e.
goodness, of bread, food), which is
in Wadi Adam in Asir, where those
watch towers are … Salibi believes
the identification is confirmed by the
association in a number of passages
with Ephrathah, which he says is present-day Firt, near Umm Lahm …

…The mood as the shepherds come
upon the scene is captured exquisitely in Father Sydney MacEwan’s
recording of the hauntingly beautiful
Men From the Fields. It ends, ‘ A n d
Mary wrapped round him her mantle
of blue …’
Postscript:
I have relied mainly
on the information
provided by Bishop
John Shelby Spong
in his Liberating
the Gospels
– Reading the
Bible with Jewish
Eyes, Harper San
Francisco 1996.
You can find more
about John Wycliffe and the Bible in
Oxford Companion to the Bible, eds.
Bruce M. Metzger and Michael D.
Corgan, OUP 1993. And if you would
like to know the names of the twelve
kings or the eleven shepherds (yes!)
it’s all there – under Names for the
Nameless…

HUMOUR
A
By Jo King

SUICIDE DIVE ON THE NEWS
Bob, a handsome young man, walked
into a sports bar around 9:58PM. He
sat down next to a blonde at the
bar and stared up at the TV. The
10:00 PM news was coming on. The
news crew was covering a story of a
man on a ledge of a large building
preparing to jump.
The blonde looked at Bob and said,
“Do you think he’ll jump?”
Bob says, “You know, I bet
he’ll jump.”The blonde replied, “Well,
I bet he won’t.”
Bob placed a $20 bill on the bar
and said, “You’re on!” Just as the
blonde placed her money on the bar,
the guy on the ledge did a swan dive
off the building, falling to his death.
The blonde was very upset, but willingly handed her $20 to Bob, saying,
“Fair’s fair. Here’s your money.”
Bob replied, “I can’t take your
money, I saw this earlier on the 5 PM
news and so I knew he would jump.”
The blonde replied . . . “I did too;
but I didn’t think he’d do it again.”
Bob took the money.

The walls closed and the boy and
his father watched the small circular number above the walls light up
sequentially. They continued to watch
until it reached the last number and
then the numbers began to light in
the reverse order. The walls opened
up again and a gorgeous, voluptuous
24 year-old blonde woman stepped
out. The father, not taking his eyes
off the young woman, said quietly to
his son, ....... “Boy..................go get
your mother.”................

SWEARING IN CHURCH
A crusty old man walks into the local
Church and says to the secretary, “I
would like to join this damn church.”
The astonished woman replies, “I beg
your pardon, sir. I must have misunderstood you. What did you say?”
“Listen up, damn it. I said I want to
join this damn church!” “I’m very
sorry sir, but that kind of language is
not tolerated in this church.” The
secretary leaves her desk and goes
into the priest’s study to inform him
of her situation. The pastor agrees
that the secretary does not have
to listen to that foul language. They
both return to her office and the
priest asks the old geezer, “Sir, what
seems to be the problem here?”
“There is no damn problem,” the man
says. “I just won £100 million bucks
in the damn lottery and I want to join
this damn church to get rid of some
of this damn money. “ “I see,” said
the priest. “And is this old dragon giving you a hard time?”

A
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A LIFT
A family living in the wilds made a rare
visit to the city. They were in a shopping centre for the first time in their
lives. The father and son were strolling around while the wife shopped.
They were amazed by almost everything they saw, but especially by two
shiny, silver walls that could move
apart and then slide back together
again. The boy asked, “Dad, what’s
that?” The father (never having seen
a lift before) responded, “Son, I don�t
know. I have never seen anything like
that in my entire life; I have no idea
what it is.”
While the boy and his father were
watching with amazement, a fat old
lady in a wheel chair rolled up to the
moving walls and pressed a button.
The walls opened and the lady rolled
between them into a small room.
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ANGER MANAGEMENT
Husband: ‘When I get mad at you,
you never fight back. How do you control your anger?’
Wife: ‘I clean the toilet ..’
Husband: ‘How does that help?’
Wife: ‘I use your toothbrush.
And just in case you ask. I do not
suffer from insanity....I enjoy every
minute of it....

HOSPITAL CHARTS

A

She has no rigors or shaking
chills, but her husband states she
was very hot in bed last night.
Patient has chest pain if she lies
on her left side for over a year.
On the second day the knee was
better, and on the third day it
disappeared.
The patient is tearful and crying
constantly. She also appears to
be depressed.
The patient has been depressed
since she began seeing me in
1993.
Discharge status: Alive, but
without my permission.
Healthy appearing decrepit 69
year old male, mentally alert but
forgetful.
The patient refused autopsy.
The patient has no previous
history of suicides.
Patient has left white blood cells
at another hospital.
Patient’s medical history has
been remarkably insignificant
with only a 40 pound weight gain
in the past three days.
Patient had waffles for breakfast
and anorexia for lunch.
She is numb from her toes down.
While in ER, she was examined,
X-rated and sent home.
The skin was moist and dry.
Occasional, constant infrequent
headaches.
Patient was alert and
unresponsive.
Rectal examination revealed a
normal size thyroid.
She stated that she had been
constipated for most of her life,
until she got a divorce.
I saw your patient today, who is
still under our car for physical
therapy.
Both breasts are equal
and reactive to light and
accommodation.
Examination of genitalia reveals
that he is circus sized.
The lab test indicated abnormal
lover function
The patient was to have a bowel
resection. However, he took a
job as a stock broker instead

A
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●

GREENMANTLE

●

20 Mornington Road ● Woodford Green ● Essex IG8 0TL

A luxury care home
for old people and
people with dementia
“Living in comfort, dignity and style”
in a warm family atmosphere
The Care
• Long and Short term stays
• Twenty four hour professional
care by fully qualiﬁed and
experienced staff
• Physician in attendance
• A nurse call system in every room
• First class catering to meet
individual needs and religion
• Home entertainment and outings
• Occupational Therapy
• Visiting hairdresser,
physiotherapist and
chiropodist arranged on request
• Residents’ own furniture and
belongings welcome
• Residents’ visitors welcome at
all times
• Resident meetings and
questionnaires
• Own newsletter in colour and
annual report

The Home
• An attractive modernised
Edwardian home located within
the Woodford Green
conservation area close to all
amenities offering:
• Comfortable single bedrooms
- four with en-suite facilities
• Choice of showers or bathroom
with hoist
• Luxurious lounge and dining
room
• Double glazed heated
conservatory
• Six person lift
• Full central heating
• Satellite TV, music centre and
piano
• Regularly changed library
books
• Beautiful gardens
• Own mini bus with tail lift

Members of the National care Homes Association

ars experience
e
y
0
3

Local Plumbing
and Heating
Engineer
NO CALL OUT CHARGES
RAPID RESPONSE
• ALL PLUMBING & HEATING
•ALL GAS WORKS
• CENTRAL HEATING
• BATHROOMS
Special Discount

FOR OAP’S

Contact Ken on...
•07956442523
•020 8529 0592

NO JOB IS TOO

SMALL

57581
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Q

J
G
E
J
E
S
U
S
E
T
R
E
P
U
R
P
S

-

How does Good King Wenceslas like his
pizzas?

➤➤➤➤➤➤➤➤➤➤➤➤

Can you make as many words as
possible out of the letters on the right?
Each letter may only be used once but
the middle letter (C) must appear in
every word. Each word must be four
letters and above and no plurals are
allowed.
14 words = good
18 words = excellent
23 words = genius.

• “The first book of the Bible is Guinessis, in which Adam & Eve were created from an
apple tree.”

Q

• “Noah’s wife was called Joan of Ark.”

"

• “Lot’s wife was a pillar of salt by day and a ball of fire by night.”
• “Samson slayed the Philistines with the axe of the Apostles.”

"

• “Unleavened bread is bread made without ingredients.”

v

• “Moses went to the top of Mt. Cyanide to get the 10 commandments.”

`

• “The 7th commandment is ‘Thou shalt not admit adultery.”
• “Joshua let the Hebrew in the battle of Geritol.”

• “David fought the Finkelsteins, a race of people who lived in Biblical times.”

Q

• “Jesus was born because Mary had an immaculate contraption.”

What do you get when you cross an archer
with a gift wrapper?

Deep Pan crisp and even!
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E
U
Z
P
L
S
S
D
Z
S
Y
P
U
S
R
I
A

THREE WISE MEN
MISTLETOE
STUFFING
HAROD
JACOB
MARY
IVY

Ribbon Hood!

Q

T R E E
W I V Y
A KWP
K R U T
D I T H
A MW R
O Q B E
E I E E
M E T W
Q T S I
N Z O S
Y E N E
S C SM
Q G X E
C H E N
I L F Y
C A T N

• “The people who followed Jesus were called the 13 decibels.”

"

• “The Epistles were the wives of the Apostles.”
• “One of the opossums was St. Matthew.”

• “Paul preached holy acrimony, which is another name for marriage.”

A

by Rory Howes

CHRISTMAS TREE
SANTA CLAUS
PRESENTS
TURKEY
BAUBLE
JESUS
HOLLY

S
O
E
E
N
B
A
X
I
T
I
U
O
L
S
Y
L

R U N
T C A
B I L

• “A Godly person should have only one wife. This is called monotony.”
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Answers:
Antic, auric, cabin, cant, carb, cart, clan, club, crab, crib,
cult, curb, curl, curt, curtail, curtain, incur, lunatic, talc,
tunic, uranic, uric.
BONUS WORD: LUBRICANT

H R I S T MA
W I J GMA J
U B L E J R T
N N E Y H Y Y
H C A S MW O
Y T S E B U A
U F F I N G R
I MD T P C S
E O T E L T S
R OMMN P J
AM E R O N D
Y V I S C K B
L T D K C OW
L I D S C BM
O Z E A I S K
H T J H O F D
S J I D S U A

A

C
U
A
L
R
N
T
L
S
P
A
A
B
Y
V
K
U

i

S
A
B
R
S
X
S
L
Y
S
K
H
H
D
C
F
W

l

Q
v
"
Christmas
Merry
" `
Q
y
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Chronicle of parish events
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6. Prayer
7.
Adult Religious Education
8. A caring Parish Community
9. The Family
10. Ecumenism
It is this document that serves as
a structure to our meetings and comprises the agenda headings for most
of our meetings.
A parish of our size has many challenges, and one of those challenges is
to engage with all of our parishioners
and seek to understand what are the
needs and priorities of our parishioners. The Parish AGM is one of those
opportunities for parishioners to tell
us what they think.
We need to be more interesting so
that more parishioners will become
interested in the running of the
Parish.
We are one of the largest parishes in
the Diocese of Brentwood with regular
attendance at our three mass centres
of 1300 people each week. The heart
of the parish is centred upon the support of a group of people that number
maybe 80. If you are one of the 80 I
applaud you because you are actively
supporting your community. If you are
not then what will it take for you to get
involved and grow that number?
That is our challenge: to engage with
our community and to enlist greater
numbers of parishioners to support
their community and of course the
way they can do that is to get involved
with one or two of the parish groups.
Do you know how many groups are
linked to our parish? There are over
40!
Last year we invited 10 of the parish
groups to attend the AGM and share
with us a little about what they do.
I learned a great deal that evening
about the groups. This year we invited
another 6. They were:
● Becket Centre Social Group
– Caroline Shirra
● Telco – Suzanne Hall
● Bereavement Group – Angela
Barnes
● Youth – Fr Danny

Scouts – Michael Butterworth
Girl Guides - Sue Musui
At the AGM we also include a presentation of the Parish Accounts by the
Chairman of the Finance Committee,
Frank Heaney.
Frank provided a breakdown of the
parish income and expenditure and
explained how the parish income was
no longer covering our normal day to
day expenditure. Frank also explained
in more detail the factors that had created this situation.
A debate followed about the
accounts and what needs to be done
to resolve the deficit. Copies of the
parish accounts were distributed to all
those present and a copy is displayed
on the notice board at the back of the
church.
As a result of the substantial deficit
in the accounts a “Planned Giving
Campaign” was launched. This campaign was to run for three consecutive
weekends with the objective of bringing to parishioners’ attention the problem we were now faced with, explain
what they can do to help and finally to
make it easy for them to respond and
take action to help.
Initial feedback after the last Sunday
of the campaign indicated that 336
pledge sheets were completed.
At the time of writing this article it
is too early to feedback the specific
results of the campaign. However, I
am confident that we will achieve our
goal of increasing the parishes’ offertory income by 25%. I will report to you
specific results as soon as possible.
Report given by Jim Hoban, Chair of
the PPC to conclude the AGM.
Looking ahead I see our short-term
priorities as follows:
● Relaunch the Parish Web site and
keep it up to date. We are planning
to form a specific communications
group that will do just this.
● Launch a “messenger” network
across the parish.
● Introduce a further communication
on a quarterly basis that will promote
parish events and report on those that
●
●

have taken place. It will be supported
by the communications team who
will engage with all the parish groups
and it will seek to publish their news,
their events and most importantly the
Group itself.
● Review and upgrade the Repository
facilities
● Create a vision and plan of what
facilities we want to provide to support the development of our youth in
our parish.
We have some big challenges
ahead of us in this area. We have to
decide how we are going to support
the development of our youth? How
we are going to attract new leaders? Do we need a dedicated youth
worker? How we are going to support
them? What resources and facilities
will they need?
At the moment it is easier to ask the
questions than perhaps come up with
proposals.
I sometimes think that as a Parish,
what we need to do to is to have a
vision of something that is so big and
so exciting that it galvanises a very
large group of people into action. It
creates energy and momentum all of
it’s own. Maybe a “youth” project is
what is needed?
A community grows strong through
its engagement with each other and
therefore I do believe we need to promote our religious and social activities
in a much more proactive way. We
need more groups like the “Becket
Centre Social Group” to take up the
challenge of getting people together.
The group was formed to promote
social events and has successfully
run two events: St Georges Day Disco
and a Parish Picnic. Both events
have been very well supported by the
parishioners and clearly illustrate that
there is a need for such events in our
parish. The challenge is to encourage
more people to get involved and put
them together.
Looking ahead I still see that the
priority is to devise strategies that
encourage greater numbers of people
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to get involved. We will continue to
focus on the Pastoral Plan as our
working agenda. Much still has to be
done and we will continue to build on
the achievements of 2007.
I would like to finish with a plea
for more support from our parishioners. We need more PPC members to
share the workload. If you would like
to get involved please let me know.
We need people with communication,
IT and Web-Site skills to form our communication group. It is now YOUR turn
to step up!

Report and comment on The
Parish AGM By Walter Poulter
After several requests from the altar
it seemed only right to make an effort
and attend the annual meeting, especially as it seemed we were financially
eating into our reserves to maintain
our parish functions. What a sorry
state of affairs after a sustained period
of annual surplus. Previously I had listened to impassioned pleas to spend
more on those less fortunate than
ourselves in the developing world and
the legal wrangles to set up a system
of discretionary funding. Now we had
apparently drifted into crisis.
The new lighting system lit up the
Church and Beckett Centre making
the venue stand out and many vacant
places in the car park all the more
obvious. Attendance was poor, very
poor. Why should a parish of our
size attract about 20 in total, half of
whom had presentations to make?
Surely the story lines in EastEnders,
Coronation Street and Emmerdale are
now well known and repeated that noone could stay in for the TV! Perhaps
there was a football match on, but
I can’t recollect. Whatever the reason, parishioners had voted with their
backsides and stayed at home.
Our financial position is simple.
Over the last five years, Mass attendance has been a steady 1200
souls per week but the contributions
made have remained static and not
increased with inflation. Expenses

have risen and we now spend a
£1,000 a week that we get from
reserves. We need to increase our
donations by 25%. Suggestions that
this should be the equivalent of an
hour’s pay per week were mooted, or
put simply, if all of the 600 families
increased their giving by £2 a week
we would be financially secure. The
Parish Council were planning a sustained verbal barrage on the congregation for three weeks.
Jim Hoban the Chair of the Parish
Council explained the role and meeting schedule of the council, how
monies from Discretionary Funding
were awarded but no list of recipients
was available. Minutes of meetings
were also readily available for scrutiny. He readily admitted the website
needed improvement. Retiring members of the council were thanked for
their contributions, some over many
years. Vacancies exist and need to
be filled.
Of course raising income is one
way of dealing with the crisis, but
nothing was heard of the alternative
of cutting expenditure. Our accounts
show that a one off payment of £20k
went on pension contributions and I
am not sure if the lighting has been
paid for or is still outstanding.
Much good work is done in our
parish but I was shocked to hear that
this cohort of volunteers was ONLY
about 80 in total. We have many
small groups functioning well and
doing a sterling service for the rest
of us. We heard presentations from
the Guides, Scouts, Bereavement
Group, Social Committee, TELCO
and Fr. Danny on Youth.
Dispersal followed with the usual
cup of tea provided by the stalwarts
of the CWL.
Perhaps next year more of us will
attend. At a nearby parish over 200
attended a gathering to determine
priority areas for action. Why is their
level of interest so much greater
than ours? This is a question we all
need to ask of ourselves and reflect
19
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THE PARISH AGM. By Jim
Hoban
The AGM was
held in the
Becket Centre
on
Thursday
18th October.
In attendance
were approximately 40 or so
parishioners.
Someone once said to me that
10% of our parishioners are actually interested in the running of the
parish and are appreciative of what
you do. A further 10% are also interested in what you do but will be
critical of what you do (however the
most important thing is that they are
interested!) and the remaining 80%
have yet to decide! How true is this
of our parish I will leave for you to
work out?
The PPC is made up of clergy
and lay people. Our President is
Fr Isidore, and our members are
Caroline Shirra, Fr. Danny, Derek
Lobo, Fr. Brian, Jim Hoban (Chair)
Sister Elizabeth, Brian Martin, Fintan
Canavan, Steve Kerr, Ed Carnel, Peter
Sherlock and Debbie Kendall
I suspect a lot of people don’t
know a great deal about the PPC
and, perhaps more worryingly, a lot
of people don’t know that they don’t
know a lot about the PPC.
The members are drawn from the
three mass centres of St Thomas’s,
St James’s Buckhurst Hill and
Chigwell Convent. The PPC meets
once a month on a Monday evening
for 1-2 hours. In 2004 the Parish
Pastoral Council of St Thomas of
Canterbury created a planning strategy focusing on the spiritual and
social development of our Parish
community. The plan is centred on
10 key objectives.
1. Liturgy & the Mass
2. Role of laity
3. Vocations
4. Communications
5. Youth

By PA Nache

have prayed for the children and families we are supporting and for everyone that has helped us. Thank you.

The Parish Council

on the best way forward. One thing is after Angela Meyler was approached
certain – if we just carry on as we are by Bishop Thomas. Angela was the
the parish will wither on the vine.
catalyst that brought together like
- minded people and the fundraisHh Stamps Celebratory Dinner ing began in earnest. We held every
held in the Beckett Centre 17th type of event imaginable from Jumble
November
sales, Ladies nights, Race nights; we
had terrific individuals who sold cakes
Reported by Tess Thompson.
Well, we went out with a big bang or shared their pocket money, and
Last Saturday one even climbed Kilimanjaro for us.
as Hh Stamps In fact we adopted any idea that
we held the would bring in money providing it was
final event a sell neither immoral nor illegal. After raisout Celebratory ing in excess of £126,000 for Haven
Dinner
with House we changed 4 years ago to
dancing to the concentrate upon the ‘Home from
fantastic band Home’ project with CLIC Sargent and
‘Middle Age have now exceeded £55,000 which
Spread’ who will purchase either a bedroom or
gave their ser- sitting room for families who have a
vice for free. child receiving treatment.
At the end of the evening Linda
Adams Hire of
Walthamstow donated the use of all Newton presented Angela with a bouthe table cloths and 120 napkins, quet of flowers on behalf of the comthe committee members donated mittee for without Angela at the helm
all the raffle prizes for this event Hhstamps would never have been as
that was not intended to be a fund successful. Our success is also due to
raising event excepting for the raffle. the parish priests who served over the
Nevertheless, in the event a total eight years. It was initially Fr Austin as
sum of £2,155 which included an parish priest who gave permission to
anonymous donation of £1,000 use the parish office facilities for phowas raised. This figure includes a tocopying etc. and Fr Isidore permitted
deal negotiated by Linda Newton the arrangement to continue when he
for HSBC to match the first £500 became Parish Priest.
Whilst focusing on fundraising
raised.
To mark the formal end of we have established great friendHh Stamps the committee decided ships within this group. We want to
that after 8-9 years of fundraising for thank everyone who has supported
both Haven House and CLIC Sargent our group; your generosity has been
it would not be fitting to finish on a overwhelming. You have allowed it to
thrive, we have laughed as when a
whimper. We certainly did not.
The group was originally formed in mouse ran out of the garage, we cried
1999 to raise funds for Haven House when we received bad news and we
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Pro-life’s Rosary Procession
Prayer Vigil on 8th September.
On September 8th, 2007, the Helpers
of God’s Precious Infants celebrated Our Lady’s birthday in a special
way; Thomas McMahon, Bishop of
Brentwood, joined them once more in
the pro-life Rosary Procession Prayer
Vigil. In July 2003, Bishop McMahon
became the first English Bishop to
lead such a vigil. Since then he has
come to Trinity Lower School Hall
every year to celebrate Mass and
lead the group in prayer to Marie
Stopes abortion centre in Buckhurst
Hill, where, in spite of just barely recovering from pneumonia, he continued
to lead the prayers and sing hymns
while designated counsellors offered
help to those seeking abortion and
to those who came out after having
had an abortion. Indeed, Bishop
Thomas wrote about this vigil in his
Pastoral Letter of July this year. “This
year marks the 40th anniversary of
the Abortion Act. Over the past 40
years millions of lives have been lost
through the termination of pregnancies. During these years there has
been mounting scientific evidence of
the evil of abortion. Yet our society
has come to accept it as a matter
of personal choice. There will be no
changes in the legislation unless there
is a change in the hearts and minds of
people. Let us pray and work for this
as Parliament prepares to review the
Abortion Act later this year. I wish to
make two further points. 1) Pro Life
Walk of Witness - On Saturday, 8th
September I will be taking part, as I
have done for the past 4 years, in a
silent walk and prayer vigil outside
the Marie Stopes Clinic in Woodford
Green. I invite you to join me for Mass
at 9.00 a.m. in Trinity High School,
Sydney Road, Woodford Green, after
which we walk to the Clinic. ….”
Bishop McMahon has been a steadfast supporter of the Helpers of God’s
Precious Infants for which they have
asked to express their thanks in ‘In
Touch.’

Why parents drink

Please send your letters to The Editor, Idvies, 72 Malvern Drive,
Woodford Green, IG8 0JP or email leon@racionzer.net
From Noel Duvin
Dear Editor,
Much as I now appreciate the need for the parish to raise more money,
it places me in a difficult dilemma. For several years I have ignored your
annual Gift Aid requests to increase my giving, as the parish was amassing a significant sum as reserves and doing comparatively little for the
developing world.
Instead I chose to support other charities carrying out this work. My income
is fairly static and my disposable income decreasing. I cannot do both.
I noted that the CAFOD Fast Day collection, scheduled for the beginning of
October was delayed by a month due to the Lighting Appeal, and received
little promotion, if any. In the past we have had a Christmas appeal for
CAFOD as well.
Can anyone advise me what to do now?
From Debbie Kendall:
Dear Editor,
It is not often that fault may be found
with your editorial; however I would
like to point out that the author of the
Harry Potter books is J K Rowling, not
J K Rowlands as you have stated in
Issue 2 of In Touch Magazine.
May I take the opportunity of complimenting you on the new presentation and the quality of the articles and
features? It is excellent value at £2.
From Janet Wilkes writing from
Ealing West London
Dear Editor,
I would like to tell you how much I
enjoy reading your parish magazine.
This is a wonderful publication, balanced readable and informative. I
particularly liked the letter from a
senior citizen to a friend on page 23
of Issue 3 2007.
Well done St Thomas of Canterbury
Woodford Green.
From Peter Walsh
Dear Editor,
A British Teacher is on trial in
Khartoum. Her offence is that she
has invited her pupils to name a
Teddy Bear. They have, unanimously
it seems, assigned the toy the name,
“Muhammad”. The teacher is on trial
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under Shar’ia law for the crime of
blasphemy, abusing the name of the
Prophet,. Peace be upon Him. The
case fosters the widely held view that
“Religion” per se, is perverse, intolerant, exaggerated and outmoded..
If proven, the minimum punishment
is a thrashing; Forty Lashes, whilst
we, as a community, are welcoming
Muslim immigrants this case advances the ready hostility to an immigrant
population serving the Community in
many valued respects.
Here, then, is a Khartoum-based,
wholly alien religious belief, even to
many Muslims in this country, and,
one suspects, for a contrived purpose, which will advance anti-Islamic
prejudice worldwide.
I do not suppose that Christians
would applaud the assignment of
the name, Jesus, to a Teddy Bear,
But I think it unlikely that they would
award, even the foolish or deliberately
distasteful denigrator, a thrashing.
Reactive religious zeal must be
moderated in relation to the gravity of
the putative blasphemy.
In a godless age, blasphemy,
whether real or merely so defined
,or, as in this case, purposefully contrived, is among the least offences,
or should be, even when offending
Shar’ia Law.

A

boss wondered why one of his
most valued employees had
not phoned in sick one day.
Having an urgent problem with one
of the main computers, he dialled
the employee’s home phone number and was greeted with a child’s
whisper. “ Hello ? “
“Is your daddy home?” he
asked.“ Yes ,” whispered the small
voice. May I talk with him?” The
child whispered, “ No .” Surprised
and wanting to talk with an adult,
the boss asked, “Is your Mummy
there?” “ Yes .”
“May I talk with her?”
Again the small voice whispered,
“ No .”
Hoping there was somebody with
whom he could leave a message,
the boss asked, “Is anybody else
there?”
“ Yes ,” whispered the child, “ a
policeman “.
Wondering what a cop would be
doing at his employee’s home, the
boss asked, “May I speak with the
policeman?”
“ No, he ‘s busy “, whispered the
child.
“Busy doing what?”
“ Talking to Daddy and Mummy
and the Fireman ,” came the whispered answer.
Growing more worried as he
heard a loud noise in the background through the earpiece on the
phone, the boss asked, “What is
that noise?”
“ A helicopter “ answered the
whispering voice.
“What is going on there?”
demanded the boss, now truly
apprehensive.
Again, whispering, the child
answered, “ The search team just
landed a helicopter .”
Alarmed, concerned and a little
frustrated the boss asked, “What
are they searching for?”
Still whispering, the young voice
replied with a muffled giggle...
“ ME .”
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Tolerance and Kids
Konnect art exhibition
which the poem speaks but ’under my feet…’ and ‘the
scream and chattering of…’ no reference to them actually in the picture. There were a
1,200 feet high on the edge of the
miriad of easy clues not least the
world where midsummer days never
fact that the poem was credited to
end.
Leon Menzies who must obviously
At my feet a glorious burst of colour;
had been the painter which narSea Pinks, Blue Spring Squill and
rowed the possibilities down to 90
yellow Tormentil.
originals.
Overhead the scream and chattering
Guessing the best picture on
of Kittiwakes, Arctic Terns and Reddisplay, as judged by Dr Doherty of
throated Divers, Puffins, Guillemots,
Trinity and Mrs Liz Bainbridge, head
Razorbills, Shags and Fulmars,
of art at Trinity, was not so easy.
Then, edging nearer to the precipice
Only one person guessed correctly
you come into view.
that it was Gillian Burrows painting;
nce again the Becket Centre Serene, silent, strong, arising from
Spitalfields. To select one painting
was transformed. with over eternal ages,
out of almost 300 is indeed a tre300 works of art to the delight A reminder of man’s insignificance.
mendous achievment for a twelve
of some 300 visitors from the
year old; Megan Menzies, who has
parish and from much furtherafield. Far more items were obviously a great future as an art critic. Unfortunately
sold than ever before but as many of these were prints Megan did not complete the requirement to win the prize
of works exhibited in earlier exhibitions the takings were by also matching the poem to the correct picture.
a little down on previous years. Gross takings were just
We are very grateful to our judges who write,
under £10,000 including donations.
The competition to win £50:00 created a great deal of From Dr Doherty.
interest. Many people did fit the picture of Gaada Stack to Dear Leon, I enclose our official response with photos and
the poem that is reproduced here.
DVD. I am very grateful to my cplleague Liz Bainbridge for
Others got waylaid looking for flowers and puffins of her report. I thought many of your paintings were truly

superb and I agonised for quite a long time on one of
them: Tower Bridge and the City No 289. Many thanks for
inviting us in to judge.
From Mrs Liz Bainbridge.
It was an honour to look round such a diverse and inspirational show. Choosing a favourite was a hard task as every
artist opened our eyes to their world and allowed us to
take inspiration away with us. Dr Doherty and I agreed that
Number 85 “Morning Mist” by George Fanshawe gave us
food for thought. He and others impressed us with their
virtuosity and sensitivity for their chosen media.
Contrary to the view of the judges the majority of
returned forms showed that No 279, ‘Shrimp boat off
Rum Eigg and Muck’ by Leon Menzies, was their favourite. Indeed several people said they would have bought it
had it not already been sold and two people actually paid
to have a further copy painted.
Leon and Hamid Bayazi, CEO
of Tolerance International,
with paintings by Bahran
Alivandi.
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THE 23rd WORLD YOUTH DAY 2008
By Craig Lobo and Thomas Cullinan
In July 2008,
Craig Lobo and I
will be representing the Parish
of St.Thomas Of
Canterbury at the
largest youth festival in the world,
“The Pope’s World
Youth Day” in
Sydney, Australia.
It will be the first visit of his Holiness Pope Benedict XVI to
the ‘Southern Land of The Holy Spirit’, we are delighted to
have been chosen to be part of this special occasion
This journey of faith for young people began in 1984,
when Pope John Paul II invited the youth of the Catholic
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Registered Charity Numb
er: 1082883
18a Hicks Road, Seafo
rth,
Liverpool, Merseyside,
L21 3TD.
Telephone: 0151 920 44
52
25th November 2007
Dear Leon, Parishioners
and Friends of St Thom
as’s,
I hope you are all keeping
well!
It was a great pleasure
to be invited to join you
for the Kids
Konnect Art Exhibition
earlier this month, and
to
be
able to talk
to many of you about the
work that Kids Konnect
does.
I was deeply touched by
the kindness I was show
n by everyone
I met over the weekend
and by your continuing
support over the
years in making the Art
Exhibition such a succes
s. There are so
many individuals I would
like to express my since
rest thanks to,
that I am afraid this little
letter may become too
long for printing,
and I would be horrified
if I missed anyone out!
However I would
especially like to thank
all of those who helped
to
set up the exhibition, baked such delic
ious cakes, made copio
us cups of tea,
and sold the programm
e and raffle tickets, an
d whose dedication and kindness made
the weekend so memo
rable for me.
I must also mention a
special thanks to all of
the artists who
contributed some of the
ir work to make the ex
hibition such a
success.
Thanks also to the Fathe
rs for the use of The Be
cket Centre,
Dr. Doherty and Mrs Ba
inbridge for judging the
be
st
painting in
the competition.
The paintings that I bo
ught are now hanging
at home I am
especially delighted by
the wonderful sunset by
Vicky Hourigan.
(Which I thought was the
best painting in the exhib
ition)
Your kindness helps us
continue to provide ho
lidays for children who are terminally
ill, have severe learning
disabilities, or
who are socially disadva
ntaged.
When we are in Lourdes
next year we will take tim
e to remember all of you by lighting
a candle at the grotto.
Yours sincerely
Damian Jarnell Group Nu
rse

The theme is “You will receive power when the Holy Spirit has come upon you and you will be my witnesses” ACTS: 1:8

Church to gather in St. Peter’s Square on Palm Sunday to
celebrate their faith. The concept of pilgrimage towards
World Youth Day was born, and is now celebrated every
year at a Diocesan level on Palm Sunday and is a huge
international gathering in a “host city” every two or three
years
Father Dominic Howarth is coordinating the trip
and our group of about seventy are a very good mix
of young people from all parts of Essex and East
London. We will meet throughout the year to get to
know each other as a group and suggest different
ideas to raise funds towards this magnificent trip.
This amazing event next year will gather young people
from every corner of the globe and build bridges of friendship and hope between continents, people and cultures.
It will give young people the opportunity to learn about
our faith, and the opportunity for us to see just how many
people share the beliefs that we have. Through the World

Youth Day 2008 experience, we and thousands of young
people from all over the world will make a pilgrimage in
faith, meet and experience hospitality and the Love of God.
Another aspect of the trip is “Days in the Diocese”.
Families in a Diocese in Australia will look after us for
a week, showing us more about their country. Our host
Diocese, Maitland and Newcastle is home to approximately 150,000 Catholics and they are ready to welcome
us warmly. They have already hosted the World Youth Day
Cross and Icon and are well organised in each area of the
Diocese. The area we are staying in is mainly on the coast
and we have been told to focus on Port Stephens with its
beautiful stretch of coast line. One of the days gives space
for the host family to take us somewhere of local interest;
this could include a dolphin or whale watching trip or surf
/ snorkelling in waters rich in fish. We should have details
soon about our host families, giving us plenty of time for
email and postcard contact before we travel, so that we
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are not complete strangers when we arrive
The week will begin with an Opening Mass on Tuesday,
15th July, with the arrival of the Pope. Throughout the
week there will be a series of catechesis seminars, concerts and opportunities for service and prayer. The week
culminates with an overnight Vigil on Saturday followed
by the Final Mass celebrated by Pope Benedict XVI on
Sunday 20th July.
All in all, it should be a wonderful trip. Australia expects
over 500,000 young people in Sydney next year. They are
very excited at the prospect of hosting World Youth Day
2008 and are putting a lot of effort and planning into it.
We believe that this is a trip we will all remember for the
rest of our lives and when we come back from Australia
we look forward to sharing our photos and memories
with you. Please keep all the young people who are getting ready for World Youth Day 2008 in your prayers.
Thank You.
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Vegetarian ideas

A

In this country there are now more vegetarians than ever before and numbers continue to rise. Many who continue to eat meat consume less than
previously – choosing instead to eat
vegetarian dishes on a regular basis.
A vegetarian is someone who avoids
eating meat, poultry and fish – though
some vegetarians do eat fish. Many
also avoid gelatine, animal fats such
as suet and animal rennet in non-vegetarian cheeses. However, the majority of vegetarians eat dairy produce,
including milk, vegetarian cheeses
and free range eggs. Vegans also
exclude all dairy products, eggs and
even food like honey.
An increasing variety of fresh fruit
and vegetables, nuts, seeds, spices
and fresh herbs make it easy to cook
a variety of tasty nutritious vegetarian
meals.
As with any kind of diet, variety is
all important. Provided a vegetarian
diet includes a good range of cereals
and grains, pulses, nuts and seeds,
fruit and vegetables, dairy and/or
soya products it should be nutritionally sound. A small quantity of plant
oils and butter is needed to provide
essential fatty acids and vitamins.
In supermarkets and health food
shops there are many products
marked ‘suitable for vegetarians’.
Certain ingredients are particularly significant in such a diet; these
include rice, pasta, grains, pulses,
eggs, cheese, vegetables, fruit and
nuts, all of which are included in the
following recipes

A

Vegetarian Goulash Serves 4

2 tbsp olive oil
2 medium onions, sliced
1 rounded dsstsp wholemeal flour
1 heaped tbsp paprika pepper
400g tin chopped tomatoes
275ml hot water enriched with 1 tsp
tomato puree
225g each of; cauliflower florets
– carrots – courgettes – new potatoes
Half green pepper – deseeded and
chopped
150ml soured cream or yoghurt
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A couple of pinches cayenne pepper
Salt and freshly milled black pepper
2.25 litre casserole

1 Heat oil in flameproof casserole,
fry onion until soft, stir in the flour,
paprika and the cayenne pepper,
cook for a minute and then stir in
the contents of the tin of tomatoes
and the water, bring up to the boil,
stirring all the time.
2 Add the vegetables which have
been cut into similar sized chunks;
season with salt and pepper, cover
and place in the oven preheated to
180C -- Mk 4 and bake for 30—40
minutes until all vegetables are
tender.
3 Finally stir in the soured cream
or yoghurt and sprinkle with a little
paprika pepper.

A

Buttered brown rice goes well with
this dish.

Curried Nut Roast Serves 4
225g hazel, walnuts or Brazil nuts
– finely chopped
225g fresh tomatoes peeled and
chopped
1 medium sized green pepper,
deseeded and finely chopped
2 medium onions, finely chopped
75g whole wheat breadcrumbs
1 clove garlic, crushed
2 tsp chopped fresh herbs such as
parsley, chives, coriander
1 tbsp mild curry powder
1 egg, beaten
1 tbsp oil
Salt and freshly milled black pepper
18cm square tin or 500g loaf tin
greased

3 Add the beaten egg to bind the
mixture together, pack the mixture
into the prepared tin and bake for
30—40 minutes until golden.
4 This can be served hot with spiced
pilau rice, yoghurt, mango chutney,
or a fresh tomato sauce. It is also
very good served cold with a salad.

Spiced Pilau Rice Serves 4
275 ml white basmati rice
25g unsalted cashews
25g unsalted pistachio nuts
25g pine nuts
2 cardamom pods
¾ tsp cumin seeds
½ tsp coriander seeds
1 tbsp groundnut or other flavourless oil
1 small onion, peeled and finely
chopped
2.5cm piece cinnamon stick
1 bay leaf
1 rounded tsp salt
25.5cm lidded frying pan
Pestle and mortar

1 Crush the cardamom pods and
the cumin and coriander seeds in a
pestle and mortar, or chop finely.
2 Warm the frying pan over medium
heat, add the crushed spices, turn
the heat up high and toss them
around in the heat to dry roast them
and draw out the flavour – this will
take about a minute. Keep the
spices moving the whole time.
3 Turn the heat back to medium add
the oil, onion and nuts and fry until
everything is tinged brown.
4 Stir in the rice and turn the grains
over until they are coated and
glistening with the oil.
5 Pour in 570ml boiling water, add
the cinnamon, bay leaf and salt; stir
once, put on the lid and cook for 15
minutes or until the rice is tender.

A

1 Heat oil and gently fry onions until
soft – about 10 minutes

2 Meanwhile mix the nuts and
breadcrumbs together in a large
bowl, add the garlic, herbs and curry
powder, stir in the onion pepper and
tomatoes, mix very thoroughly and
season.

6 Tip rice into a serving dish fluff up
lightly with a fork, remove cinnamon,
and serve immediately.
NOTE: To add extra colour and
flavour you can add 1 dessertspoon
turmeric to the recipe – this would
be added with the onion and the
nuts.

Oven Roasted Winter
Vegetables Serves 6
12 shallots – peeled – or 2 red onions
peeled and quartered
350g peeled and deseeded butternut
squash
350g sweet potato
350g peeled swede
350g peeled celeriac
NB vegetable quantities are prepared
weight
1 tablespoon freshly chopped herbs
– such as rosemary and thyme
2 large cloves garlic – peeled and
crushed
3 tablespoons olive oil
Salt and freshly milled black pepper
Baking tray 28x40cm

1 Preheat oven to Gas mark 7 220C
2 Cut the vegetables into large
chunky pieces – no smaller than
4cm (1 ½ “) – leaving the celeriac
until last as it may discolour if left
for too long – place in a large bowl.
Then add the herbs, garlic, olive oil,
and lots of seasoning, mix together
using your hands. (The prepared
vegetables can be kept in a sealed
plastic bag in the fridge for 2-3 days)

A

3 To cook the vegetables, spread
them out on the baking tray and
cook in the pre-heated oven for 3040 minutes, until they are tender
and turning brown at the edges.

Watercress Soup Serves 4
125g watercress, destalked and
chopped, a few leaves reserved for
decoration
50g butter
2-3 leeks - 200g prepared weight i.e.
cleaned and roughly chopped – using
white part only
2 potatoes peeled and roughly chopped
1 litre vegetable stock – using Marigold
Swiss vegetable bouillon powder
2 tablespoons crème fraiche
Salt and freshly milled black pepper
Large saucepan with lid

1 Melt butter in a large, heavy based
saucepan, add the chopped leeks,
potatoes and watercress and stir
them round so they are coated in
butter.
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2 Sprinkle in some salt, cover with a
lid and sweat over a very gentle heat
for about 20 minutes, giving the
mixture a stir half way through.
3 Add the stock, bring up to
simmering point and simmer,
covered, for 10-15 minutes until
vegetables are tender.
4 Remove from heat and when cooled
slightly blitz in a processor or blender.
5 Return to saucepan and stir in 1
tablespoon of crème fraiche.
6 Season to taste and re-heat gently
without boiling.
7 Serve in hot bowls garnished with
reserved watercress and a swirl of
crème fraiche

A

Soup can be cooled and served
chilled, garnished in the same way.

Rum Punch Fruit Serves 6
50g light muscovado sugar
Pinch of ground cinnamon
Finely grated zest and juice of 1 lime
100ml orange and mango juice
50ml dark rum
1 mango peeled and chopped
1 small pineapple – peeled, cored and
cut into bite-sized chunks
350g small seedless grapes
4 small clementines, peeled and halved
horizontally
1 papaya, peeled, de-seeded and
chopped into bite-sized pieces.

Mary Knights

A

FOOD PAGES
Please send in any recipes of
your own making that you
have enjoyed. See that the
quantities of ingredients are
clearly stated and only send
in recipes that you have tried
and tested. Submissions to
Mary Knights c/o the editor
72 Malvern Drive IG8 0JP
email leon@racionzer.net
225g golden caster sugar
250g ground almonds
½ tsp. baking powder
Icing sugar to dust
20cm springform tin greased, lined and
greased and floured
Food Processor
Cuts into 10 slices

1 Put the whole orange in a small
pan and cover with water, bring to
the boil and simmer for an hour until
tender. Remove from water and cool.
OR

A

1 Put sugar, cinnamon, zest and
juices into a small pan and heat
gently for 2-3 minutes, stirring, until
all the sugar is completely dissolved.
Cool and stir in the rum

2 Put orange in a bowl with 100ml
water and microwave on high for 1-2
minutes until soft - cool.
3 Cut the orange into and remove
pips, Whiz in a food processor to
make a smooth puree.

2 Put all the prepared fruit into a large 4 Preheat the oven to 180C, mark 4.
serving bowl and pour over the liquid 5 Put the eggs and sugar into a bowl
and whisk together until the mixture
3 This dish can be prepared ahead,
is pale and thick.
covered and kept in the refrigerator
for day. To serve take out of the
6 With a metal spoon, fold in the
refrigerator for at least an hour.
ground almonds and baking powder
and orange puree.
4 The fruit can be varied slightly if
some fruit is unavailable.
7 Pour mixture into prepared tin and
bake for 40-50 minutes or until a
5 Can be served with Almond and
skewer comes out clean. Cool in tin
Orange Torte
8 Remove cake from tin, peel off
Almond and orange Torte
paper and dust with icing sugar.
1 medium orange
3 medium eggs

A

9 Can be stored wrapped in cling
film for up to four days
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Who was

H

QUEEN VASHTI?

ave you ever heard of
Queen Vashti? I had
not before studying the
book of Esther in some
detail. The role of Queen Vashti
in the story of the book was to
clear the way for the rise to power
and influence of the Jewish-born
Esther at the court of the mighty
Persian king, Ahasuerus, more
commonly known in the Greek
form as Xerxes. Chapter 1 of
the book of Esther recounts the
quarrel between the King and his
wife, Vashti, which ended in her
downfall – and quite an amusing
story it is in its own right.
Skipping the “Preliminaries” at the
beginning of the book, chapter 1 starts
by emphasising the sheer size of
Ahasuerus’ empire “which stretched
from India to Ethiopia and comprised
127 provinces”. Any historical atlas
confirms that the Persian Empire of
the sixth to the fourth century BC
really was vast. It goes on to give a
description of two fantastic banquets
given by King Ahasuerus in his capital, Susa. The first was given for the
benefit of the people who helped him
run the Empire. This was, no doubt,
a political necessity, and it gave him
an opportunity to display “the riches
and splendour of his empire and
the pomp and glory of his majesty”.
Henry VIII and Louis XIV had the same
idea. What seems more surprising
is that this first one lasted 180 days!
Six months no less!
The second feast followed immediately for the local people of Susa, perhaps as a “thank you” for helping with
the recent festivities. This one lasted
only seven days but it was apparently
just as lavish. A full description of the
décor is given. The King’s generosity
is emphasised. Plenty of wine was
supplied in golden cups in a variety
of designs, and everyone was allowed
to drink as much – or as little – as
he desired. The King had instructed
his officials to allow each guest to
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By Patricia Donald

choose for himself how much he
wished to drink.
A pity perhaps then that King
Ahasuerus himself was not more
moderate in his intake. On the last
day of the banquet, the King “merry
with wine” commanded his seven
eunuchs to bring Queen Vashti into
his presence, “crowned with her royal
diadem, in order to display her beauty
to the people”.

W

hat on earth was he
thinking of? Even if
we reject the bizarre
idea that the text
suggests his demand was for her
to appear naked wearing only her
crown, it was still an extraordinary
demand. Queen Vashti was at the
time holding a separate banquet for
women in the royal palace precisely
because the women led separate
and no doubt very secluded lives in
this oriental court. Women did not
show their faces, beautiful or otherwise in public. So why would the king
suddenly want her to display herself
to his subjects? He appears to have
been acting on a sudden whim born
of his long period of heavy feasting
and excessive drinking. Not surprisingly, Queen Vashti refused to go.
At this refusal of obedience to his
wishes, the king flew into a rage.
He consulted his chief counsellors
to ask them what, according to the
law, was to be done with Queen
Vashti for not obeying his command?
He wanted to punish his Queen in
some way, in order to assuage his
inflated and drink-sozzled pride. His
courtiers however had other ideas in
mind. Their leader, Memucan, widened the issue to a full state matter.
According to him, Queen Vashti had
wronged not only the King, but all
the officers-of-state and all the peoples of the provinces, ie. the whole
of Ahasuerus’ empire. Even worse,
once it was known that Queen Vashti
had refused to obey her husband, all

women would take it into their heads
to adopt a contemptuous attitude
towards their own husbands. They
would take their lead from the Queen.
There would be havoc throughout the
empire and total chaos would result!
Memucan went on to recommend
the only possible solution. Vashti had
to go, and the King should find another
more worthy woman to be Queen. A
royal edict to this effect must be sent
out – to be irrevocably incorporated
into the laws of the Persians and the
Medes – and then all women, both
high and low, would undoubtedly bow
to the authority of their husbands.
This advice was accepted by the
King, and letters were sent out to all
the provinces of his kingdom in each
of the many different languages, so
“ensuring that every husband should
be master in his own household”!
What are we to make of this story?
The author is clearly poking fun at the
bizarre behaviour of despots, their
ostentation and extravagence, their
silly and arbitrary commands when
not in full control of themselves, their
malleability in the hands of self-seeking courtiers (Memucan surely had
his own agenda) and the pride of
the administrative class in their legal
system.

A

nd is it a true story? Who
was Queen Vashti? Alas,
she is unknown outside
the Book of Esther, which
does not mean she did not exist, but
there is no other indication that she
did. Ahasuerus certainly did exist but
that does not mean that these events
are historically true. It is now generally accepted that the author of this
book wishes to tell a story about the
position of Jews living as a minority in
a foreign and despotic land, and he
places his story in one of the lands
where exiled Jews did indeed live.
With Queen Vashti out of the way, we
can look at the rise of Esther herself
in the next issue of In Touch.
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Words,Words,Words

The sport of kings?

ADRIAN WHITEHALL

by Coleen Carlile
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Christmas comes but
once a year, thank
goodness! I’m going
to throw my hat in the
ring and admit the
day doesn’t always
come up to scratch
across the board. Lovely sentiments
are bandied about but at the drop of
a hat, it can all turn nasty, as Great
Uncle Horace starts playing fast and
loose with the whisky , and I have to
confiscate it in the nick of time before
I lose my bottle and let him win hands
down. I’m batting on a sticky wicket, I
know, but I have the upper hand since
I am supplying the Christmas fare.
Believe it or not, there are eleven
idioms encapsulated in the paragraph
above, and they all relate to sport in
one form or another. ‘Throwing one’s
hat into the ring’ came from the practice of challenging prize fighters at
the travelling fairs. The local hopefuls
would throw their hats into the ring to
indicate they were willing to fight the
champion. ‘To come up to scratch’
i.e. to meet the required standard,
was also a boxing term, originally ‘to
come up to the scratch’. A line was
scratched in the middle of the ring
between the two contestants. If either
player was knocked down he was
given thirty seconds to come back
to the scratch line to show he was fit
enough to carry on.
The world of horseracing gave us
the phrase ‘across the board’, meaning to include everything. Race meetings in the 19th century displayed the
odds on large boards. Many people
liked to hedge their bets (oh dear,
another one slipped in there!) and bet
an even amount on a horse to finish
first, second or third. This was known
as an ‘across the board’ bet.
To bandy something about is to
spread unfavourable ideas. This
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phrase originated from the French
word ‘bander’ used in an early type
of tennis and meaning ‘to hit a ball
back and forth’. The word ‘bandy’
then became the name of an Irish
hockey-type game in which the ball
was bandied about from player to
player rather like gossip is spread
from person to person. Incidentally,
the phrase ‘bandy-legged’ was taken
from the shape of the crooked stick
used in the game.
Sports events such as horseracing
and boxing were often started by the
referee raising and then dropping
his hat on to the ground to denote
the start of the race or contest. This
became common parlance for doing
something immediately. ‘Playing fast
and loose’ is to be untrustworthy
or shallow. It was originally a game
called ‘pin and girdle’ played at fairgrounds and race meetings. It was
later changed to ‘fast and loops’ - the
‘fast’ referred to the wooden peg fixed
to the wall over which loops were
thrown. As it was played with wild
abandon it became synonymous with
acting in a superficial manner.
When we do something in the nick
of time, it is at the last minute.
But why ‘nick’? In
the Middle Ages,
the score for team
games was kept by
carving a nick in
a piece of wood.
If the last nick
was added at the
last moment it was
known as the ‘nick in
time’.
‘Losing your bottle’
is to lose your nerve.
A similar expression
is ‘to bottle out’ and
both hark back
to bare-knuckle

fights, when fighters had a bottleman
in their corner to supply much-needed water between bouts. If the bottleman saw his man taking a beating
he would often walk away, providing
an excuse for the fight to end. ‘Losing
your bottleman’ became shortened
to the phrase we use today.
We go back to horseracing for the
phrase ‘to win hands down’, which
refers to a jockey having such an easy
win; he can gallop down the straight
without the need to use his whip.
With both hands down over the reins,
he can easily pass the post. ‘Batting
on a sticky wicket’, on the other hand,
means to tackle challenging problems, and refers back to early cricket
when the wicket was not protected
from the rain. Playing on a wet or
‘sticky’ wicket required skill and care.
‘Having the upper hand’ indicates
someone who has the advantage
over another. This dates back to the
fifteenth century in a game where the
first player gripped a rod at its base,
the next placed his hands just above
that, and they continued, hand over
hand, until the top was reached. The
person whose hand gripped the top
of the rod was the winner. This method was also used in the nineteenth
century in baseball, to see which
team would go in first to bat.
I’m now going to knuckle down,
start from scratch with my Christmas
preparations, and make sure I’m
ahead of the game. I hope you all
enjoy a wonderful Christmas and a
happy and
fulfilling
2008.
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Report of the confirmandee’s
trip to Nah-Eileananis
By Lewis Cullinan, Emily Boulton,
Frank Carver, Sean Beaumont,
Ciara Stephens, Mark Anderson,
Eleanor Budd, Matthew
Draper, Georgia Bowler, Laura
Attwood, Ryan O’Grady, Shingai
Mushayabasa, Jessica Bovingdon,
Clare Hayes, Sarah Entwistle &
Colette O’Sullivan
The Isle of Mull
Following a tiresome journey thwarted by bad traffic and harsh weather conditions, which began here in
Woodford Green on 20th July, the
group arrived at our first port of call
on our Journey to Scotland; the Lake
District. Continued rain resulted in a
BBQ eaten in the buses and all swimming plans were negated.
The next day – after a wet start we
continued on our journey across the
border and on to Oban. We had a fish
and chip supper there before boarding the ferry to our destination; the
Isle of Mull. Once on the ferry a 45minute voyage landed us on Mull.
We were met by a Land Rover
which guided us down the dangerous roads to Tavool House where
we would spend the first week of
our adventure. When we reached
the house we all went to the common room where we were greeted
by those who were to be our instructors for the duration of our time on
Mull; Sam & Mark. Introductions over
and rooms assigned we went to bed,
excited about what lay in store!
Over the next few days we were
engaged in many new and exciting
activities which bonded the group and
provided great laughs. Rock climbing,
abseiling, kayaking, snorkelling, pool
plunging and gorge scrambling occupied our days leaving the evenings for
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home entertaining and night walks.
One of the activities was an overnight camping expedition in the wilderness on a small island called Ulva,
which is inhabited by only 12 people!
The challenge was to carry in our
rucksacks all that we needed to survive. When we located our camping
spot, a scenically stunning area right
next to the sea, we all donned our
swimming gear and jumped in. It was
a little cold but enjoyed immensely by
all despite Danny’s encounter with a
jellyfish!
Later we sat on the rocks and
admired the scenery. We all had to
cook on trangers and wash up in
the sea. As the sun set we lit a fire
and shared perhaps one of the most
memorable and special nights of our
stay; everyone sat around the fire
reflecting and chatting whilst Sam
played his tin whistle.
Our final day of activities began
with pool plunging, great fun, but surmounted by the most unforgettable
waterfall experience. We were led
behind the waterfall and as everyone
jumped through the cascading water
and swam in the pool beyond we
realised what a remarkable time we
were having. Many of our group voted
this experience in such a remote and
picturesque location as the overall
highlight that will remain with them
for a very long time.

Before we knew it this stage of our
trip was drawing to an all too sudden
close and we were all presented with
certificates by Sam & Mark that told
of our achievements and adventures
on Mull.
Saying goodbye to Sam & Mark,
who had become part of the team,
was very sad but we made the week
go out with a bang as we all sat in
the common room and sang along to
Frank’s guitar playing and had a lot
of laughs
Looking forward to Eigg we began
once again our travels, reminiscing
on what had been an amazing week
beyond all expectations on Mull , definitely a lasting memory.

complete during our stay, painting
the outside of the church, building a
path to St Columba’s Well and filling
in the drains of the church with rocks
and pebbles to stop water flooding
it. On one of the days we were led to
an amazing beach called ‘the singing
sands’, which was covered in fishermen’s old nets and discarded rubbish.
We gathered everything together into
a huge pile to be burned. We really
felt as if we had made a contribution
to the local community that made a
difference.
The day we arrived on the Isle of
Eigg the whole group were shocked
by how small the island actually was
but also at how beautiful and unspoilt
such a small place could be. As we
drove for 20 minutes to our accommodation we only saw 15 houses
– the whole island boasted only one
shop!
Our only medical emergency
involved Lewis, a dog and a kite on
the beach. A story for another day!
As the days went on the island had
more of an impact on the group and
made us realise how special the trip
was and how lucky we were. We had
left a mark which will be there for a
long time to remind the local people
of our stay.
We can’t thank Fr Danny, Fr Anthony,
Sadie, Harriet & Joe, Jenny (and family), enough for the time and effort
they put into the trip to make it such a
success. We are very lucky to be part
of the parish in Woodford and through
the generosity and support of our
friends, family and the parishioners
of St Thomas’ we have had an experience we will treasure forever. Thanks
to all who supported us and encouraged us in any way great or small.

The Isle of Eigg
The Isle of Eigg was very different
to Mull. On Mull our days were filled
with adventurous tasks and activities; Eigg was the opposite. We had
a number of community projects to
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A REPORT FROM FR DANNY
I feel there is a great need for community in people’s lives today, especially
for our youth. Through our projects we allow our young people the opportunity to face new challenges and gain a deeper sense of community through
a shared experience.
Background:
As part of our Confirmation program, we offer our young people the opportunity to participate in a summer project. Previous years have taken us to
South America and Italy. The aims of the project are confidence building,
leadership, responsibility, awareness of self and others, teamwork, unity
and deepening my life with God as part of a faith community.
There is a year-long preparation in which the group participate in team
building events, a training weekend and fundraising. They actively raise
funds throughout the whole trip through community and individual events
such as social evenings, bag packing, cake sales, gardening etc… all monies have to be raised collectively. This keeps the focus on teamwork and no
one is excluded because of financial concerns.
The young people themselves take an active role in the planning and
carrying out of the trip e.g. menu planning and cooking. Daily objectives
are carried out by the appointed leader, shopping, planning the community
project and carrying it out.
Our week long stay in Tavool House was the first part of a two week project; the second week took our group to the Isle of Eigg and the task of local
community projects.
Tavool House was the perfect environment and met all our expectations
for the first part of our project.
We try to strengthen bonds for the first part through challenging activities
and fun, spending quality time together.
Our young people settled in quickly to the house and were excited about
the programme. The remoteness of the area, including the journey there,
gave us a sense of freedom, cut off from the distractions of modern day
communication technology. No mobile phones were allowed. The group
quickly entered into the spirit of the adventure.
The programme of activities was flexible and challenging and enjoyed
immensely by the young people. (And leaders!)
The experience made a deep impression on our group and forged friendships. It also helped them identify that which is really important in their
lives; relationships, especially with family and how much their parents and
family meant to them.
The experience allowed our young people to step back from the busyness
of their lives and to discover new talents – which they shared individually
and as a group.
We were blessed by a fantastic group of young people who were a joy to
be with. They made the trip a special; not just for themselves but for their
leaders and the local communities that we engaged with. Thanks Guys
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